
The Heart & Hands of RenewSys!

Any organisation can be truly successful only 
when the people and the business grow hand         
in hand. RenewSys has grown exponentially in this 
past year, ramping up to make the most of its     
750 MW Module line, 130 MW cell line, and 3 GW   
& 1.4 GW Backsheet and Encapsulant lines 
respectively.

This growth spurt has come with its own share of 
opportunities and challenges on the production 
floor, packaging, quality, dispatch and so much 
more.

From systems that need to be kept running 
around the clock to the efficient management of 
machinery, the team has been experiencing 
scenarios that had simply not come up before at 
smaller scales.

Amidst this the workforce has proven itself to be 
the heart of our operations, contributing to our 
growth, working side by side with our teams and 
making previously unachievable targets a reality.

Some of them have been with RenewSys right 
since our inception, and are committed to 
equipping themselves with skills to match the 
breakthroughs in the technology that we 
assimilate into our lines.

We thank all our dedicated workmen and women 
who power RenewSys & we will work together for 
the success of of solar in India.
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Snippets From Around The Globe

Team RenewSys has visited and participated in 11 exhibitions across 8 countries in the past few months 
including India, Brazil, Mexico, Kenya, Nigeria, etc. These were full of exciting experiences and learning, as 
we made contact with so many organisations and individuals whom we had not met with before.

We invite friends and partners to join us at the Solar Show Africa, Johannesburg, booth no: B13 on March 
31-April 1, 2020 & the Solar Show MENA, Cairo, booth no: B6a on April 13-14, 2020.

Team RenewSys at the Renewable Energy India Expo 2019, Greater Noida 

RenewSys wins an Award for the 'Achievement in Efficient Use 
of Energy and Climate Change' in the Industrial Category, 
at NAEE 2019

RenewSys booth at the Future Energy Nigeria 2019

RenewSys Bengaluru Facility Impact Test being carried out at the RenewSys booth

RenewSys hosted techno-commercial customer 
meets in 6 cities, giving attendees a chance to 
familiarise themselves with the developments in 
the PV industry one on one.

Renewable Energy India Expo 2019

Nigeria Alternative Energy Expo 2019 Future Energy Nigeria 2019

Technology Days at RenewSys Bengaluru Facility Lakshya Expo 2019

Visit our website to know more



RenewSys Wins!

Speaking to the Industry

Rooftop installations 
are making solar power 
accessible to organisations 
and homes across India. 
Raja Iyer, RenewSys, 
shared insights on how 
rooftops can lead the 
charge in India's solar 
revolution at the 
SolarGenX, Bengaluru 
Edition.

Sandeep Devabhaktuni, RenewSys, shares his 
insights on the 'Developments in Solar' at the 
National Power Summit, Hyderabad, Telangana.

Ashish Kumar Singh, 
RenewSys, shares his 
insights on new 
Encapsulants and 
Backsheets, specially 
made for ‘Floating Solar’ 
at The World of 
Innovations, REI Expo 
2019.

Bhupendra Singh Rawat, RenewSys, was part of 
an international panel at the '1st Empowering 
Women in CleanTech Summit' sharing insights 
rooted in his diverse experience in the solar power 
sector at the REI Expo 2019.

Gold Category Award for ‘Addressing High Silicone 
Sealant Consumption During Module Framing’

Gold Category Award for ‘Addressing High Energy 
Consumption in Module Line Utilities’

Gold Category Award for ‘Salvaging Residual Cut 
Pieces of Photovoltaic Cells’

‘Most Promising Integrated Manufacturer of        
PV Modules and Components’

‘Outstanding Achievement in Solar Sector’ Award 

Future Energy Nigeria 2019

Chapter Convention Quality Circle Awards 2019 SuryaCon Gujarat State Anuual Awards 2019

High Reliability PV Backsheet Tech Seminar

Solar Smiles

-Image credits thesolarbiker

#SolarSanta - Don’t stress, we got you covered!



Highlights - Internal Events

Contact Us

This is an in-house newsletter of RenewSys India Pvt. Ltd. (for private circulation only)

www.renewsysworld.com

Tel: +27 - 76 - 960 3102
jai.adiani@renewsysouthafrica.com

Tel: +971 - 55 - 612 0659
simran.aswani@renewsysfze.com

RenewSys FZE
Tel: +971 - 56 - 167 8678
vijay.narang@renewsysfze.com

RenewSys SOUTH AFRICA
Tel: +27 - 60 - 961 1262
natarajan.monahur@renewsysouthafrica.com

RenewSys INDIA 
Tel: +91 - 22 - 6810 0500
renewsys@renewsysindia.com 

RenewSys NIGERIA 
Tel: +234 - 802 - 818 8869
prasanna.kuppuswamy@renewsysnigeria.com

Informal team building celebration at RenewSys 
Mumbai

RenewSys achieved a milestone as SAP systems 
are now live across the organisation

Project Snapshot

250 KW: Brakpan, South Africa 5.15 MW: Pali, Rajasthan, India

RenewSys promotes safety with 
the celebration of Chemical 
Disaster Prevention Day with 
workshops and trainings on 
chemical handling!

RenewSys renews its commitment 
to energy conservation with an 
awareness session & poster 
competition on the National 
Energy Conservation Day

The members of team RenewSys 
who worked on the making of a 
landmark PV Module celebrate


